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Article 20

Watkins and Carlson: 2010-2011 Writing Contest

2010-2011 WRITING CONTEST

A letter from]eriann Watkins Managing Editor
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This year, we decided to use the same concept we used last year;
the Short-Short Story. We challenged students to write a story
in 500 words or less. Our theme: Literology. This could be
taken to mean whatever authors wanted it to.
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Our Short-Short Story Contest received quite a few
submissions. Concordia writers were up to the challenge.
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Several years ago, The Promethean decided to stage a
writing contest for all students, faculty, and staff. The success
and popularity of the contest encouraged our current team to
continue the tradition.
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Rebecca Carlson, alumna of Concordia, was our judge this
year. While studying and writing in graduate school she found
the time to select our winners. We thank her for sharing her
precious time and energy with us!
A list of all winners can be found on the next page. Comments
on the winning place entries are provided by Rebecca Carlson.
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NOTES ON WINNING ENTRIES

My Fecal Fortress

1st Place
Cole Dahle

My Fecal Fortress

Cole Dahle

2nd Place
Samuel Cantrell

A Hot Day

We hear the chanting and activity ten minutes earlier than usual. Looking across the emerald grass, we see one
hundred monsters scampering about in boredom. I look around
at my fellow coaches to see them all staring at me, unblinkingly. Facundo's buck teeth show as he addresses me, "It's all
you, Coley." I look around at the other coaches one last time
before releasing a long sigh and standing upright, making my
way towards the largest congregation of campers. The creatures
recognize my approach while I still have thirty yards of ground
to cover and swarm around me, instantly. Putting a broad smile
on my face, I begin to interact with them, laughing at their
lame jokes and ruffling the tops of their heads. But things take
a turn for the worst when the biggest and bravest boy decides
to undress me. He takes a firm grip on the bottom of my black
shorts and attempts to rip them off my body. I leap into the air
and bolt out of the pile of small bodies. Wrong choice.
The horde screams in delight and races after me,
misinterpreting my flight for a game of tag. I am a magnet for
children; my following grows with every lap around the field.
While my feet can cycle infinitely faster than the tiny legs
pursuing me, I do not have the vast reserves of fuel that drive
their little engines. My breath comes in short gasps, and I know
that any attempt at surrender will result in a mouthful of dirt.
At that instant, I spot a miracle; a beautiful sanctuary that
will protect me until the stitch in my side can settle. I make a
beeline for it, hurling myself into the sultry honey bucket and
slamming the lock.
The kids arrive and encircle my place of solitude. The
shaking of their stampede shifts the contents of the port-apotty and a fresh aroma of urine and feces wafts its way into my
nostrils. I cannot see the rabid animals, but the banging on the
side of my fortress and their deafening voices unite in chaos.
I can only lean up against the door and shake my head with a
smile of disbelief. Then the voice of a child stops my heart.

3rd Place
NyEmaSims
Flight
Honorable Mention
Donnie Drobny

My First International

Haunted Past

MY FECAL FORTRESS
This story's vivid imagery immediately' captures the reader's attention. The children described as "monsters," "creatures," and
"rabid animals" are a perfect counterpart to the helpless, hiding
narrator. This reversal of expected roles provides the impetus
for a swiftly moving, comically entertaining and highly creative
story. The author knows how to make readers laugh, and is not
afraid to have the laughter be at his expense.
A HOT DAY
"A Hot Day" is built upon layers of carefully constructed conflict. The author uses seeming contradictions and false expectations to build conflict, and then holds in the tension with
the tight interior setting, pulling the characters inexorably
together. The ending is wholly unexpected, a powerful shift in
character that causes the reader to rethink the entire story. The
language is tight and clean, letting the action speak for itself.
MY FIRST INTERNATIONAL FLIGHT
The narrative is nicely framed by the flight time; it is a self-described "nineteen hour race to our final destination." The varied
views out the airplane window are used as an introspective look
into the narrator's thoughts and emotions, making the story one
of self-discovery as well as exploration. The reader is left (along
with the narrator) standing on the edge of a journey, waiting to
see where it will take them.
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